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Abstract—In this paper, a novel concept of a leaky-wave antenna is proposed, based on the use of Huygens’ metasurfaces. It consists of a parallel-plate waveguide in which the top plate is replaced by a bianisotropic metasurface of the Omega type. It is shown that there is an exact solution to transform the guided mode into a leaky-mode with arbitrary control of the constant leakage factor and the pointing direction. Although the solution turns out to be periodic, only one Floquet mode is excited and radiates, even for electrically long periods. Thanks to the intrinsic spurious Floquet mode suppression, broadside radiation can be achieved without any degradation. Simulations with idealized reactance sheets verify the concept. Moreover, physical structures compatible with PCB fabrication have been proposed and designed, considering aspects such as the effect of losses. Finally, experimental results of two prototypes are presented and discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, there has been a significant interest in developing low-profile high-directivity antennas that can be easily mounted on platforms, oriented for applications such as satellite communications or automotive radar. Leaky-wave antennas (LWAs) are a promising solution for this purpose. They consist of a traveling-wave structure that leaks power gradually along its length [1]. Unlike corporate-fed arrays, LWAs have simple feeding and, in turn, reduced complexity. They are characterized by a phase constant (which determines the output angle) and a leakage factor (which controls the radiation rate). Many efforts have been made lately to achieve an independent control of these two parameters, such that versatile radiation patterns can be designed at will [2]. For example, by controlling the leakage factor, high aperture illumination efficiencies can be achieved and, thus, narrower beams for a given antenna length or area.

Traditionally, periodic LWAs have suffered from the problem of the open-stopband effect, which deteriorates the radiation characteristics when scanning through broadside. For broadside radiation, the phase shift in a period is a multiple of $2\pi$, which causes all the reflections to add in phase at the source. As a consequence, strong frequency variations of the input impedance are observed around this singular frequency and some mismatch is obtained, which degrades the radiation performance (the amount of radiation drops substantially) [1]. In terms of Floquet mode analysis, this phenomenon at broadside is interpreted as coupling between Floquet modes [3]. In the past years, LWAs which overcome this problem have been proposed, starting with the metamaterial-inspired Composite Right-Left Handed (CRLH) LWA, which, unlike other periodic LWAs, radiates from the fundamental harmonic [4]. Recently, techniques based on circuit theory have been proposed to mitigate the open-stopband phenomenon at broadside in periodic LWAs radiating from the $m = -1$ spatial harmonic as well [5]–[8].

The appearance of metasurfaces has allowed advanced manipulation of the electromagnetic field, hence providing significant control over the radiation characteristics of planar surfaces [9]. Some examples are LWAs based on modulated metasurfaces (holographic antennas and modulated metasurface antennas) in which a surface wave is transformed to a leaky mode by properly modulating an impedance surface [10]–[13]. Although the modulation of the surface allows meticulous control of the leakage factor, achieving high aperture illumination could be challenging [14]. Moreover, some of these LWAs that are fed from an edge experience the open-stopband problem and cannot radiate at broadside [11]. In [15], a pattern synthesis procedure for LWAs was proposed for a structure consisting of a longitudinally-varying impedance sheet on a grounded dielectric whose permittivity also changes along the longitudinal dimension to get the desired propagation constant. In a subsequent work [16], the authors show that control of the amplitude, phase and polarization of leaky-wave modes can be achieved using full-tensor stacked electric sheet impedances. However, broadside radiation is not discussed and designs with physical structures are not provided.

Recently, Huygens’ metasurfaces have been proposed as a powerful tool for arbitrary wavefront manipulation [17]–
They are based on the equivalence principle, which leads to the statement that, given an incident field, an arbitrary aperture field can be achieved by inducing the required electric and (equivalent) magnetic surface currents. These metasurfaces consist of sub-wavelength electrically- and magnetically-polarizable particles that allow the fulfillment of the required boundary conditions to achieve the desired field transformation. In [21], the authors demonstrated that directive radiation to a prescribed angle when excited by a given (arbitrary) source field can be achieved with lossless and passive particles by satisfying two physical conditions: local power conservation across the surface, and local impedance equalization of the fields on both sides of the metasurface. Although this formulation has allowed the design of enhanced antennas [22], its applicability is limited since it does not allow the control of the reflection coefficient, which is mandatory for the design of a LWA with arbitrary choice of the leakage factor.

Nevertheless, it has been recently discovered that by introducing bianisotropy of the Omega type into the particles used for the metasurface implementation, the local impedance equalization condition is not required anymore to obtain passive and lossless metasurfaces, and local power conservation along the metasurface alone suffices to achieve the desired field transformation [23]. This is possible due to the additional (magneto-electric) degree of freedom provided by the Biaisonotropic Huygens’ Metasurfaces (BHMSs) of the Omega type. The term ‘Omega’ refers here exclusively to the type of bianisotropy (not to the particle shape), which is given to reciprocal bianisotropic particles in which, unlike chiral particles, the induced electric and magnetic currents have the same polarization as the applied electric and magnetic fields, respectively [24]. The fact that only one condition for arbitrary field transformation is required entails more degrees of freedom for setting the desired output field.

In this contribution, we propose the use of a BHMS as a top plate of a parallel-plate waveguide to build a LWA with arbitrary control of the radiation parameters and extend the preliminary work of [25]. We derive the complete theoretical formulation to obtain the required metasurface parameters to convert the guided mode into a leaky-mode with certain leakage factor and pointing direction. It is shown, for the first time to the authors’ knowledge, that there is an exact solution for the boundary problem to convert the guided mode into a single spatial harmonic by means of a periodic lossless and passive metasurface, with no restriction in the period. Furthermore, we describe the design methodology to convert the theoretical metasurface parameters into a physical structure compatible with PCB fabrication and discuss implementation aspects. Different designs are shown with physical realizations to validate the theory. Finally, the design cycle is closed with the fabrication of two of the designs and the experimental verification of the concept.

II. CONCEPT AND THEORY

The proposed structure (Fig. 1) is a parallel-plate waveguide in which the top plate is replaced by a BHMS of the Omega type. In this way, the BHMS will be the part of the guiding structure leaking power outside. We consider a 2D-configuration $\partial/\partial x = 0$ with the BHMS located at $z = 0$ and a perfect electric conductor (PEC) plate located at $z = -d$. The BHMS has a length in the $y$-coordinate of $L$, and the excitation of the resulting parallel-plate waveguide is located at $y = 0$. A transverse electric (TE) polarized field is used as field excitation $(E_y = E_z = H_x = 0)$. Analogously as done for anisotropic metasurfaces [26], the bianisotropic sheet transition conditions for scalar Omega-type bianisotropic metasurfaces [23], [24] relate the transverse field components above $(E_x^+, H_y^+, H_z^+)$ and below $(E_x^-, H_y^-, H_z^-)$ the BHMS $(z \to \pm 0)$ following

$$\begin{align*}
\frac{1}{2}(E_x^+ + E_x^-) &= -Z_{se}(H_y^+ - H_y^-) - K_{em}(E_x^+ - E_x^-) \\
\frac{1}{2}(H_y^+ + H_y^-) &= -Y_{sm}(E_x^+ - E_x^-) + K_{em}(H_y^+ - H_y^-) \tag{1}
\end{align*}$$

where $Z_{se}$ stands for the electric surface impedance, $Y_{sm}$ for the magnetic surface admittance and $K_{em}$ for the magneto-electric coupling coefficient.

According to [23], only one condition must be fulfilled if we want to achieve an arbitrary field transformation with passive and lossless particles, i.e. with $\Re[Z_{se}] = \Re[Y_{sm}] = \Im[K_{em}] = 0$. This restriction is termed the local power conservation condition and implies the conservation of the real power along the perpendicular axis at each point of the metasurface, namely $P_z^{-}(y) = P_z^{+}(y)$, where $P_z = \frac{1}{2}\Re\{E_x H_y^*\}$. From (1), the metasurface parameters $Z_{se}, Y_{sm}$ and $K_{em}$ can be obtained as a function of $\{E_x^+, E_x^-, H_y^+, H_y^-\}$ evaluated at $z \to \pm 0$ as follows [23]:

$$\begin{align*}
K_{em} &= \frac{1}{2}\frac{\Re\{E_x^+ H_y^* - E_x^- H_y^*\}}{\Re\{(E_x^+ - E_x^-)(H_y^+ - H_y^-)\}} \\
Y_{sm} &= -j \frac{1}{2}\text{Im}\left\{\frac{H_x^+ + H_x^-}{E_x^+ - E_x^-}\right\} - K_{em}\text{Im}\left\{\frac{H_y^+ - H_y^-}{E_x^+ - E_x^-}\right\} \tag{2} \\
Z_{se} &= -j \frac{1}{2}\text{Im}\left\{\frac{E_x^+ + E_x^-}{H_y^+ - H_y^-}\right\} + K_{em}\text{Im}\left\{\frac{E_x^+ - E_x^-}{H_y^+ - H_y^-}\right\}.
\end{align*}$$

Therefore, the first step of the theoretical derivation of the problem is to stipulate the fields below and above the metasurface, such that the desirable transformation is achieved, the fields satisfy Maxwell’s equations and the relevant boundary conditions, and the local power conservation condition is satisfied along the metasurface. Since the metasurface design will force the boundary conditions at $z = 0$, the only restriction for the field below the BHMS is to vanish at the PEC $(z = -d)$ and meet the wave equation. Therefore, the following electromagnetic field below the metasurface has:
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been stipulated \cite{25}, corresponding to a leaky guided-wave mode:
\[
E_{x}^{-} = |E_{in}| (e^{jk_{z}^{-}(z+d)} - e^{-jk_{z}^{-}(z+d)}) e^{-jk_{y}^{-}y} \\
= 2j |E_{in}| \sin(k_{z}^{-}(z+d)) e^{-jk_{y}^{-}y} 
\]  
(3a)

\[
H_{y}^{-} = j \frac{\partial E_{z}^{-}}{\partial z} = -|E_{in}| \frac{k_{z}^{-}}{k - \eta^{-}} (e^{jk_{z}^{-}(z+d)} + e^{-jk_{z}^{-}(z+d)}) e^{-jk_{y}^{-}y} \\
= -2 |E_{in}| \frac{k_{z}^{-}}{k - \eta^{-}} \cos(k_{z}^{-}(z+d)) e^{-jk_{y}^{-}y} . 
\]  
(3b)

The desired field for the region above the metasurface is stipulated as a leaky mode, simply as \cite{1}
\[
E_{x}^{+} = |E_{out}| e^{-jk_{z}^{+}z} e^{-jk_{y}^{+}y} e^{j\xi} 
\]  
(4a)

\[
H_{y}^{+} = j \frac{\partial E_{z}^{+}}{\partial z} = |E_{out}| \frac{k_{z}^{+}}{k + \eta^{+}} e^{-jk_{z}^{+}z} e^{-jk_{y}^{+}y} e^{j\xi} , 
\]  
(4b)

where \(\xi\) is a constant phase shift that can be added to the wave as a degree of freedom.

In order to allow the structure to radiate, the propagation constants are complex:
\[
k_{y}^{-} = \beta^{-} - j\alpha^{-}; \quad k_{z}^{-} = \beta^{-} - j\alpha^{-}; \quad k^{-} = k_{y}^{-2} + k_{z}^{-2} \\
k_{y}^{+} = \beta^{+} + j\alpha^{+}; \quad k_{z}^{+} = \beta^{+} + j\alpha^{+}; \quad k^{+} = k_{y}^{+2} + k_{z}^{+2} , 
\]  
(5)

where we assume constant \(\beta\) and \(\alpha\) along \(y\).

The power profiles just below and above the metasurface can be calculated from (3) and (4), yielding
\[
P_{z}^{-}(y) = \frac{-|E_{in}|^{2}}{\eta^{-} k^{-}} (\beta^{-} \sinh(2\alpha^{-}d) - \alpha^{-} \sin(2\beta^{-}d)) e^{-2\alpha^{-}y} \\
P_{z}^{+}(y) = \frac{1}{2} |E_{out}|^{2} \frac{\beta^{+}}{\eta^{+} k^{+}} e^{-2\alpha^{+}y} . 
\]  
(6)

Then, for the local power conservation condition to be met, the fields must have the same decay rate along \(y\), i.e. \(\alpha^{+} = \alpha^{-} = \alpha\), where \(\alpha\) is defined as the leakage factor. Moreover, the amplitudes of the fields must fulfill the following condition:
\[
|E_{out}| = |E_{in}| \sqrt{\frac{2}{\eta^{-} k^{-}} \frac{\beta^{-} + k^{+}}{\beta^{-} - k^{+}} (\alpha^{-} \sin(2\beta^{-}d) - \beta^{-} \sin(2\alpha^{-}d))} , 
\]  
(7)

which does not impose any additional restriction to the fields.

In fact, (3)–(7) demonstrate that there is an exact solution to convert a guided mode into a leaky wave in a given direction by means of a lossless and passive metasurface. If we substitute the fields into (2), we can obtain the metasurface parameters \(\{K_{em}, Z_{se}, Y_{sm}\}\) as a function of the propagation constants of the guided and radiated modes and the waveguide height \(d\).

It can be demonstrated that when \(\alpha\) is constant, the resulting metasurface constituents \(\{K_{em}, Z_{se}, Y_{sm}\}\) are periodic, with a period given by
\[
p = \frac{2\pi}{|\beta^{+} - \beta^{-}|} . 
\]  
(8)

It is well known, according to Floquet’s theorem \cite{3}, that the field scattered off a periodic structure can be expressed in terms of an infinite number of so-called spatial harmonics, whose phase constants are given by
\[
\beta_{m} = \beta_{0} + \frac{2\pi}{p} m , 
\]  
(9)

where \(m\) is an integer number indicating the spatial harmonic, and \(\beta_{0}\) is the fundamental phase constant (\(\beta^{-}\) in our case).

One should notice the relation between expressions (8) and (9). In fact, it reveals that the radiation from the metasurface will occur through the first higher-order spatial harmonics, \(+1\) or \(-1\) depending on the chosen solution for the denominator in (3) \((\beta_{\pm1} = \beta^{+}\) and \(\beta_{0} = \beta^{-}\)). Therefore, it is worth pointing out that the period obtained from the ‘blind’ theoretical derivation for the aimed field transformation coincides with the period provided by the Floquet’s theorem. Nevertheless, according to Floquet’s theorem, all the spatial harmonics that fulfill the condition \(|\beta_{m}| < k_{0}\) would be able to radiate; however, as in our previous works on metasurfaces \cite{21}, \cite{23}, \cite{27}, our derivation guarantees that only one of these modes carries power. This is an interesting feature, since normally LWA designers choose short periods to make sure that there is only one spatial harmonic that fulfills the radiation condition \cite{28}. In contrast, the methodology presented herein allows operation with long periods since the spurious spatial harmonics will not be excited (this can be interesting in terms of scan rates when making the antenna reconfigurable). Hence, it is hereby shown that there is an exact solution for the boundary problem to convert a guided mode into a single spatial harmonic by means of a periodic lossless and passive metasurface with no restriction in the period. A consequence of the fact of having a single spatial harmonic in the field above the metasurface is the intrinsic suppression of the open-stopband effect when radiating at broadside, since there cannot be any coupling between harmonics \cite{3}.

III. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION METHODOLOGY

The phase constants in the two regions of the space, described in Section II \(\beta^{+}\) and \(\beta^{-}\), can be related to the pointing angle \(\theta_{out}\) and the angle of incidence inside the LWA \(\theta_{in}\), respectively, by
\[
\beta^{+} \approx k^{+} \sin(\theta_{out}) \\
\beta^{-} \approx k^{-} \sin(\theta_{in}) . 
\]  
(10)

In order to control the behavior provided by the waveguide and radiation problems (similar to \cite{22}), such that either the period of the structure, \(p\), or \(\theta_{in}\) are degrees of freedom, together with the waveguide height \(d\). Therefore, the desired field transformation can be achieved with practically all degrees of freedom possible. In fact, \(d\) can be chosen so that the equivalent parallel-plate waveguide (i.e., with both top and bottom metallic plates) would be under cut-off \cite{25}. However, the leaky waveguide formed by the properly
designed BHMS will guarantee the propagation of the field as stipulated, as well as the desirable transformation.

Once we have set all the parameters of the desired fields, we must calculate the metasurface constituents \( \{ K_{em}, Z_{se}, Y_{sm} \} \), that, according to the derivation, will be purely real \( (K_{em}) \) and purely imaginary \( (Z_{se} \text{ and } Y_{sm}) \), corresponding to passive and lossless particles \([23]\). Then, in order to obtain a physical implementation of the metasurface, sampling of these parameters is needed, due to the impossibility of building a continuously varying metasurface. This sampling rate will determine the length of the unit-cells (or meta-atoms) and the required number of unit-cells per period. We have chosen a sampling rate of \( \frac{\lambda_0}{6} \), a value that has been previously shown to allow the homogenization approximation (e.g., see \([30]\)).

At each point \( y = y_0 \), a suitable equivalent circuit can be obtained for the corresponding meta-atom by assuming local periodicity (i.e., an infinite array of identical unit-cells). Then, the local properties of the BHMS at each point \( y = y_0 \) can be approximated by the scattering properties of this infinite periodic array \([22]\). In this way, each unit-cell can be characterized by a 2x2 impedance matrix \([\mathbf{Z}]\) that relates the tangential fields below and above the metasurface \([29]\):

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
E_x^- \\
E_x^+
\end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix}
Z_{11} & Z_{12} \\
Z_{21} & Z_{22}
\end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix}
H_y^- \\
-H_y^+
\end{pmatrix},
\]

By using \([1]\), we can express the impedance matrix in terms of the metasurface parameters \([23]\):

\[
Z_{11} = Z_{se} + \frac{(1 + 2K_{em})^2}{4Y_{sm}}
\]

\[
Z_{12} = Z_{21} = \frac{1 - 2K_{em}(1 + 2K_{em})}{4Y_{sm}}
\]

\[
Z_{22} = Z_{se} + \frac{(1 - 2K_{em})^2}{4Y_{sm}}.
\]

It can be noted that, due to the magneto-electric coupling, the Z-Matrix is not symmetric, unlike for non-bianisotropic Huygens’ metasurfaces \( (K_{em} = 0) \). However, in the same way, the equivalent circuit can be implemented by three cascaded impedance sheets and closed-form expressions can be straightforwardly derived \([23]\). The implementation of a general unit-cell with three cascaded impedance sheets can be observed in Fig. 2. The unit-cell can be seen as a two-port circuit consisting of three parallel reactances connected through transmission lines that represent the dielectrics in the vertical direction \([30], [31]\).

**IV. PHYSICAL REALIZATION**

There are several challenges regarding the physical realization of the metasurface. First, in the theoretical derivation, lossless particles are used to implement the desired field transformation. However, in practical realizations, losses are inevitable. Typically, the three-layered abstract structure presented in Fig. 3 is implemented via three copper traces defined on a dielectric substrate \([31]\). The metal forming the trace to realize the desired impedance has losses and so has the substrate over which the trace is printed. Therefore, losses are an undesired effect that will make the theoretical design diverge from the real implementation. Furthermore, unlike other structures (e.g., metasurface for anomalous refraction \([31], [32]\)), the LW A application of bianisotropic Huygens’ metasurfaces can require unit-cells with a very high reflectivity coefficient. This means that the transmitted wave is not impinging on the metasurface just once, but there will be multiple reflections inside the waveguide to guide the mode thus increasing the losses.

It can be understood that a small propagation angle \( \theta_{in} \) would lead to much higher losses than a larger \( \theta_{out} \) for the same field transformation and type of unit-cells. This is due to the higher number of reflections when the field inside the waveguide is impinging close to normal. Therefore, in order to reduce losses, a large propagation angle of the waveguided mode \( \theta_{in} \) (close to the horizon) is desirable. However, as aforementioned, there is a dependence between \( \theta_{in}, \theta_{out} \), and the period, \( p \). Fig. 3 shows this dependence for \( \theta_{out}=0^\circ \) and \( \theta_{out}=30^\circ \). The two solutions correspond to the two possible signs of \( \beta^+ - \beta^- \) in the denominator of \([6]\) (Sol. 1 corresponds to the harmonic \( m = -1 \) and Sol. 2 to \( m = +1 \)). For instance, for \( \theta_{out}=0^\circ \) it is necessary to have a very short period to get large \( \theta_{in} \). In view of practical discretization constraints, this would correspond to a small number of unit cells per period, which might not be enough to model the required variation of the metasurface parameters within a period. Therefore, a trade-off is imposed between the two requirements (avoiding losses while allowing sufficient period size for discretized realization).

Additionally, it is important to bear in mind that, in this work, and unlike other applications of Huygens’ metasurfaces, both the phase and the magnitude of the \( S_{11}, S_{12} \) and \( S_{22} \) of each unit-cell (obtained as the two-port represented in Fig. 2 when local periodicity is imposed) must be adjusted for a proper design. Although it was previously shown that any such passive and lossless scattering parameters can be implemented using three cascaded impedance sheets \([18], [23], [30]\), these formulations assumed lossless structures; when realistic losses are considered, three degrees of freedom are no longer sufficient for achieving this goal. Therefore, similar to \([30]\), we will employ four layers, so that we have more degrees of freedom to adjust the total scattering parameters of the unit-cells. Having four layers, however, complicates the design and the possible optimization.

The three-layer solution shown in Fig. 2 utilizes a transmis-
The electromagnetic properties (including anisotropy) of the high reliability multi-layer structures, since it has low losses. The employed \( \lambda_0/6 \times \lambda_0/9.8 \times \lambda_0/3.8 \) unit-cell geometry is shown in Fig. 4. It consists of three laminates of Rogers RO3010 \((\epsilon_r = 12.94 \text{ at } 20\text{GHz})\) with thickness \( t = 50\text{mil} \) bonded with the bondply RO2929, with \( \epsilon_r = 2.94 \) and thickness \( t_{BP} = 2\text{mil} \). The copper traces are 18 \( \mu \text{m} \) thick and 3 mil wide.

The walls in the zy-planes and in the zx-planes are simulated as PEC and periodic boundary conditions (master and slave) are applied at the walls in the zx-planes. The walls in the zy-planes are simulated as PEC, while periodic boundary conditions (master and slave) are applied at the walls in the zx-planes.

The electromagnetic simulator ANSYS Electromagnetic Suite 16 (HFSS 2015). The copper traces are 18 \( \mu \text{m} \) thick and 3mil wide, and the widths of the dog-bones \( (W_n) \) of each layer have been kept constant for all the unit-cells, thus tuning the lengths \( (L_n) \) to achieve the desired impedance values.

Each layer has been simulated separately (in a similar way as explained in [30]) and the sheet impedance (complex value) as a function of the length of the dog-bone has been extracted. In the case of the middle layers, the presence of the bondply must be taken into account to extract the layer behavior. Then, a simulation of the metallic dogbone surrounded by RO3010 (and extracting the sheet impedance from it by de-embedding) is not appropriate. In order to consider the effect of the dogbone together with the bondply, both surrounded by RO3010 dielectric, we have worked with the ABCD matrix after de-embedding up to the bondply (as illustrated in Fig. 5). The walls in the zy-planes and in the zx-planes are simulated as PEC and periodic boundary conditions, respectively, to simulate an infinite periodic structure. For the bottom and top layer, the widths of the dog-bones were set to \( W_{bot}=W_{top}=95.3 \text{mil} \) \( (\approx \lambda_0/6 - 3 \text{mil}) \) and, for the middle layers, \( W_{mid1}=W_{mid2}=40\text{mil} \). These values were chosen to allow a wider range of impedance sheets. Then, the cascaded response for all possible combinations is analytically calculated by using the corresponding TL model, shown in Fig. 6.

It is customary to consider normal incidence in the design of the meta-atoms. However, when the impinging angle \( \theta_{in} \) is
far from $0^\circ$, the scattering properties of the unit-cell can differ significantly from the case of normal incidence, especially for thicker stack-ups. Therefore, if, as previously mentioned, high $\theta_{in}$ is utilized to decrease losses, then the local design of the unit-cell should consider this phenomenon. Specifically, the equivalent circuit of the dielectrics should consider oblique incidence, since the dielectric layers are significantly thick. For this reason, when calculating the cascaded response, we have used a TL model for the dielectrics considering oblique incidence. Since $\theta_{out}$ is different from $\theta_{in}$, a question might arise about which angle to consider for the design of the unit-cells. As this design is related to the local behavior of the metasurface, we considered $\theta_{in}$ as the angle of incidence for the unit-cell design, since the resulting $\theta_{out}$ is a consequence of the entire period and cannot be related easily to a local phenomenon. So, we have applied refraction laws considering the incident angle $\theta_{in}$ and used this refracted angle in the substrate to calculate the TL parameters in the model of Fig. 6 as follows:

$$Z_{sub}(\theta_r) = Z_{sub}(0) \frac{\cos(\theta_r)}{\cos(\theta_{in})},$$
$$\Theta_{sub}(\theta_r) = \beta_{sub}(0) \cos(\theta_r)t,$$

where the $Z_{sub}(\theta_r)$ and $\Theta_{sub}(\theta_r)$ are the characteristic impedance and electric length of the TL model for the substrate when considering oblique incidence, with $\theta_r$ given by the refraction law as $\sin(\frac{1}{\sqrt{\epsilon_{sub}}} \sin(\theta_{in}))$, $\beta_{sub}$ is the phase constant, and $t$ is the substrate thickness. For instance, for $\theta_{in} = 48.6^\circ$ and $\epsilon_{sub} = 12.94$ (Design 1 and 2 of Section V), the resulting $\theta_r$ is $12.03^\circ$. Additionally, the simulation of each layer has been made taking into account $\theta_{in}$ instead of normal incidence in the periodic boundaries. However, insignificant angle dispersion has been found for the impedance values of the dog-bone of a single layer, as illustrated in Fig. 7.

Once the cascaded response of all the geometrical combinations has been obtained incorporating the individual sheet impedances (complex values) available (Fig. 7) and the ABCD matrices for the middle layers into the TL model of Fig. 6, the choice of the geometrical parameters for the targeted design is done by searching for the minimum deviation between the required and available S-parameters of the unit-cell. A simple algorithm is used for this purpose, calculating separately the differences in magnitude and phase. We establish some maximum deviations for the magnitude and phase of each S-parameter and a maximum percentage of losses (calculated as $1 - |S_{11}|^2 - |S_{12}|^2$) above which the unit-cell geometry is discarded. Since the phases determine the pointing direction, we have introduced the use of weights to give priority to the phase rather than the magnitude. Finally, we choose the geometrical configuration that has the minimum global difference calculated as previously explained to the targeted S-parameters.

In order to illustrate the need for using four layers instead of three, Fig. 8 shows the achievable S-parameters of all possible combinations of three layers when the total losses are limited to 15%. Since the parametric sweep is done completely in
Matlab by using the TL model, after extracting the individual sheet impedances for the bottom and top layers and ABCD matrices for the middle layers in full-wave simulations, it allows exploration of a large number of combinations in a reasonable run time. It can be observed, that there is a significant number of phase/magnitude pairs that cannot be achieved. On the contrary, as illustrated in Fig. 9 if we use four layers, the range of values of magnitude and phase of the S-parameters for a limited amount of losses is much wider.

V. DESIGNS AND SIMULATION RESULTS

In order to prove the concept, we have carried out three different designs. To show that the leakage factor $\alpha$ and the pointing direction $\theta_{\text{out}}$ can be arbitrarily set, we have chosen two designs with the same pointing direction and different $\alpha$ values and another one with a different pointing direction. Since the broadside case is controversial in LWAs, we have chosen this direction for two of the three designs to additionally prove that in the proposed concept there is no open-stopband effect at broadside. The three implementations are designed to radiate around 90% of the power, so the lengths are set according to the leakage factors. The periods have been chosen so that the propagation angle of the waveguide mode, $\theta_{\text{in}}$, is high to reduce the losses, as previously argued in Section IV. For the three cases, the waveguide height has been arbitrarily set to $d = 0.75\lambda_0$. Table I summarizes the design parameters of the three designs. It could be mentioned that the beam pointing angle of the non-broadside design has arbitrarily been chosen to be backwards; however, a design for a forward angle would not entail any additional challenges (a design example of an extreme forward angle can be found in [25]).

As can be seen in Table I, the periods are rather large, so according to the Floquet’s theorem, for each of the designs, there would be more spatial harmonics able to radiate. For instance, for Designs 1 and 2, the fundamental spatial harmonic ($\theta = 48.6^o$) and the harmonic $−2$ ($\theta = −48.6^o$) would be within the radiation cone. However, it is expected, as previously argued, that these modes will not be excited and, then, a single beam, corresponding to $m = −1$, will appear in the radiation pattern.

As an example, Fig. 10 shows the comparison of the targeted S-parameters of the unit-cells of Design 1 (broadside, $\alpha = 0.013\lambda_0$) derived from theory with those obtained from simulation of the physical (printed-circuit-board-compatible) realization of the dog-bones (assuming local periodicity) after designing them following the aforementioned synthesis procedure. One should notice that this parameter specification indicates that bianisotropic meta-atoms are required to implement the desirable LWA, as the reflection phase from the bottom ($S_{11}$) and top ($S_{22}$) faces of the metasurface should be different. This is crucial to achieve the “perfect” performance with no spurious modes. Since the theoretical values correspond to a lossless two-port, it is not possible to obtain the exact values of the S-parameters (especially, the magnitudes). Fig. 11 shows the achieved losses for each unit-cell assuming local periodicity, which were limited to 15% in the synthesis procedure.

Tables II, III and IV show the resulting lengths of the dog-bones for each unit-cell of each design, to be used in the final layout of the metasurfaces.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Design 1</th>
<th>Design 2</th>
<th>Design 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\theta_{\text{out}}$ [$^o$]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta_{\text{in}}$ [$^o$]</td>
<td>48.6</td>
<td>48.6</td>
<td>41.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p$ [$\lambda_0$]</td>
<td>8/6</td>
<td>8/6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L$ [$\lambda_0$]</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$ [$\lambda_0$]</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d$ [$\lambda_0$]</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I

TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#Cell</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$L_{\text{bot}}$ [mil]</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_{\text{mid1}}$ [mil]</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>54.5</td>
<td>54.5</td>
<td>16.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_{\text{mid2}}$ [mil]</td>
<td>40.5</td>
<td>54.5</td>
<td>54.5</td>
<td>45.6</td>
<td>49.5</td>
<td>41.5</td>
<td>41.5</td>
<td>40.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_{\text{top}}$ [mil]</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#Cell</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$L_{\text{bot}}$ [mil]</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>50.5</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_{\text{mid1}}$ [mil]</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>54.5</td>
<td>52.5</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>54.5</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>30.5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_{\text{mid2}}$ [mil]</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>30.5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>51.5</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_{\text{top}}$ [mil]</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE IV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#Cell</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$L_{\text{bot}}$ [mil]</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_{\text{mid1}}$ [mil]</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>47.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_{\text{mid2}}$ [mil]</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>54.5</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>32.5</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>30.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_{\text{top}}$ [mil]</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>17.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to prove the concept, two different types of simulations have been carried out to be compared with the theoretical performance (3)-(7), both with the electromagnetic simulator HFSS. In a first stage, we want to verify that the macroscopic design (2) is correct, independently of the geometry used later on for the physical implementation of the metasurface (microscopic design). For this purpose, impedance boundary conditions have been used in HFSS in order to mimic the reactance sheets needed to implement the metasurface according to the design synthesis shown in Fig. 2. The simulation schematic for this case can be observed in Fig. 12. We have used a small substrate thickness (2 mil) for this idealized simulation, and the impedance sheets used were completely lossless.

The other type of simulation is the one in which the microscopic design for the metasurface is taken into account, so the unit-cells are physically implemented with the dog-bones as prescribed by Tables II, III and IV. Copper and dielectric losses are considered in this realistic simulation. In both cases, PEC walls are used as periodic boundaries taking advantage of the TE configuration.
Fig. 10. S-parameters of each unit-cell inside the period for Design 1: targeted parameters from the theoretical derivation vs. obtained with the chosen geometry in simulations assuming local periodicity.

Fig. 11. Simulated total losses of each unit-cell inside the period of Design 1 assuming local periodicity.

Fig. 12. Schematic of simulation when using impedance sheets for the metasurface (‘idealized simulation’).

$$D_{2D} = \frac{2\pi U(\theta, \phi = \pi/2)}{\int_0^{\pi} U(\theta, \phi = \pi/2) d\theta}$$

where $U(\theta, \phi)$ stands for the radiation intensity.

Fig. 13 shows the plot of the magnitude of the electric field along the zy-plane, obtained from the analytical derivation and from the realistic simulation for the three design examples. Excellent agreement between both field distributions for the three examples can be observed. As designed, Designs 1 and 2 have the same input and output angles (in fact at broadside) but differ in the leakage factor, which is noticeable in the different rates of the field attenuation along the waveguide but the same mode. In contrast, Design 3 has different field patterns both inside and out of the waveguide, as expected from Table II. Unlike the analytical solution, the physical implementation of the metasurface has a non-negligible thickness which leads to field interactions between the different layers forming the metasurface, observable in the field snapshots.

Fig. 14 plots the directivity radiation patterns of the three designs. Since the proposed antenna is only directive in the zy-plane, we represent the 2D directivity as
Fig. 13. Field distributions $|\text{Re}(E_x(y,z))|$ (V/m) for input power of 1W over a waveport area $\lambda_0/6 \times \lambda_0/9.5 \times 0.75\lambda_0$: (a)-(c) theoretical prediction and (d)-(f) full-wave realistic simulation for Design 1 (a and d), Design 2 (b and e) and Design 3 (c and f).

a small shift of the pointing direction. Since, in the idealized simulation, there is no noticeable deterioration with respect to the expected radiation pattern from theory, the effect of the discretization of the ideal continuous metasurface does not seem to be an issue. However, the ideal behavior is certainly affected by the discrepancies between the synthesized-unit-cell S-parameters and the targeted ones when using realistic unit-cells, since these make the theoretical boundary condition not to be perfectly fulfilled. To the extent that unit-cells with a response closer to the ideal one can be implemented (by using other substrates, geometries, etc.), these deviations can be reduced. Regardless, even with the found discrepancies, the overall antenna performance is well reproduced.

In order to show that broadside radiation can be achieved avoiding the open-stopband effect, Fig. 15 shows the reflection coefficient from the full-wave simulations of the structure with the metasurface implemented with dog-bones for Design 1 and 2. It can be observed that there is neither mismatching nor strong frequency variations around 20 GHz (design frequency for broadside). The behavior is rather smooth. Therefore, the antenna is able to radiate at broadside without any degradation.

Finally, Table V summarizes the performance obtained from theory and the two types of simulations for the three designs.

### Table V

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design</th>
<th>$\theta_{\text{out}}$ ($^\circ$)</th>
<th>$D_{\text{max}}$ (dBi)</th>
<th>$\eta_{\text{ap}}$ (%)</th>
<th>$\eta_{\text{rad}}$ (%)</th>
<th>SLL (dB)</th>
<th>Losses (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Design 1 (Theory)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>90.6</td>
<td>91.3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design 1 (Ideal. Sim.)</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>92.9</td>
<td>86.2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design 1 (Real. Sim.)</td>
<td>-0.7</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>79.3</td>
<td>66.4</td>
<td>-15.7</td>
<td>29.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design 2 (Theory)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>90.8</td>
<td>91.9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design 2 (Ideal. Sim.)</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>93.8</td>
<td>93.8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design 2 (Real. Sim.)</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>74.7</td>
<td>78.5</td>
<td>-14.3</td>
<td>18.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design 3 (Theory)</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>85.5</td>
<td>91.9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design 3 (Ideal. Sim.)</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>68.0</td>
<td>94.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design 3 (Real. Sim.)</td>
<td>-18.6</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>76.6</td>
<td>68.0</td>
<td>-16.5</td>
<td>28.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Inc. Several replicas of the same design were realized. The waveguide was fabricated on a 4 mm Aluminium block at the University of Toronto and was manufactured in two pieces (split along the longitudinal axis) to facilitate the fabrication using computerized numerical control (CNC) technology. Then, the structure was assembled using metallic screws, as done in [22]. To feed the structure, a SMA connector with an exposed pin along the x-direction was used as a current source to excite the TE field. The whole structure with the connector was simulated in HFSS to choose the best distance to the back short in terms of matching at the design frequency (5.4 mm). Fig. 16 shows a photograph of the fabricated LWA corresponding to Design 1.

Finally, Table V summarizes the performance obtained from theory and the two types of simulations for the three designs.

### VI. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

Designs 1 and 3 have been manufactured and measured for experimental validation. As in the realistic full-wave simulations, three 50 mil-thick laminates of RO3010 were used (four trace layers), bonded by Rogers 2 mil-thick 2929 bondply. The metasurface fabrication was carried out by Candor Industries Inc. Several replicas of the same design were realized. The waveguide was fabricated on a 4 mm Aluminium block at the University of Toronto and was manufactured in two pieces (split along the longitudinal axis) to facilitate the fabrication using computerized numerical control (CNC) technology. Then, the structure was assembled using metallic screws, as done in [22]. To feed the structure, a SMA connector with an exposed pin along the x-direction was used as a current source to excite the TE field. The whole structure with the connector was simulated in HFSS to choose the best distance to the back short in terms of matching at the design frequency (5.4 mm). Fig. 16 shows a photograph of the fabricated LWA corresponding to Design 1.

The radiation patterns in the yz-plane were measured in the anechoic chamber of the University of Toronto in the frequency range from 18 to 22 GHz. Some absorbers were attached at the end of the metasurface to avoid radiation from...
Fig. 14. 2D directivity radiation patterns for the yz-plane obtained from the theoretical derivation, full-wave simulation with reactance sheets (‘idealized simulation’) and full-wave simulation with the metasurface implemented with dog-bones. (a) Design 1, (b) Design 2 and (c) Design 3.

Fig. 15. Magnitude of the $S_{11}$ obtained from full-wave simulation with the metasurface implemented with dog-bones of Design 1 and 2.

Fig. 16. Photograph of the fabricated LWA (Design 1).

Fig. 17. Measured maximum 2D directivity of two replicas of Design 1 over frequency.

Fig. 18. Simulated 2D directivity of Design 1 over frequency with the permittivity value provided by the manufacturer and for a decrease in the permittivity by 15%.

Fig. 17 shows the maximum 2D directivity as a function of frequency for two replicas of the metasurface of Design 1, implying reasonable repeatability. It can be observed that the maximum directivity (which corresponds to the best mitigation of spurious Floquet modes) is found around 21.5 GHz, while the design frequency, as recalled, was 20 GHz. Therefore, there is a frequency shift in the expected behavior of the metasurface, which is attributed to fabrication tolerances and uncertainties in the actual value of the permittivity, as well as in the anisotropy of the dielectric.

In order to verify that the frequency deviation can be attributed to deviations of the substrate permittivity from the nominal value provided by the manufacturer, Fig. 18 shows the simulated 2D directivity vs. frequency when using the manufacturer provided value (solid blue line) and when considering a 15% decrease in this value (dashed red line). It can be seen that a decrease in the permittivity leads to a shift of the frequency at which the maximum directivity is achieved. In particular, Fig. 18 indicates that when considering 15% permittivity deviation, the maximum directivity is achieved at 21.5 GHz, coinciding with the peak performance point recorded in measurements (Fig. 17). Thus, it will be reasonable to conclude that the actual substrate permittivity is smaller by about 15% from the value used for the design; from now on, we would use simulations with this modified value as the theoretical reference for the LWA performance.

Assuming that the mode inside the waveguide is not affected much by the deviation in the permittivity of the metasurface substrate (so, $\theta_{in}$ is the one we designed), the pointing angle will be determined by the periodicity of the structure, given by (8). Subsequently, the relation between the frequency with
the pointing angle is expected to be the same as in the design. Therefore, the frequency shift in the performance will lead to a pointing angle different from the designed one (broadside). Fig. 19 shows the pointing angle obtained from simulations of the designed case and the one with actual permittivity. It can be observed that the pointing angle practically does not change for the two cases, as assumed. The jumps at certain frequencies are due to the high level of the spurious Floquet harmonics (minimum values of directivities in Fig. 18) which makes the side lobe become the main one. With the assumed deviation in the permittivity, the boundary condition for the transformation of the guided field into the leaky-mode with mitigation of other Floquet modes is achieved at 21.5 GHz, which, according to simulations, corresponds to around 5°.

Fig. 20 shows the directivity pattern in the zy-plane for the prototype ‘a’ of Design 1 at 21.5 GHz for both the measurement and the simulated directivity with the actual permittivity. It is shown that the mitigation of spurious Floquet modes is achieved with a side lobe level (SLL) of more than 14 dB and 2D maximum directivity of 18.1 dBi at 7°, with very good agreement with the simulation. Therefore, the initial discrepancies with the simulated design can be attributed to a deviation in the real permittivity with respect to the value provided by the manufacturer of the substrate. This can be expected since Rogers itself has proven that, besides the dielectric composition, there are other factors which influence the apparent permittivity of a substrate [33] and the value they provide is valid under certain construction (i.e., microstrip) and frequency range. In any case, since spurious Floquet mode suppression has been achieved, the experiment verifies the concept. Moreover, in terms of directivity (18.1 dBi, which corresponds to an aperture efficiency of 68.5%), the prototype results are in good agreement with the values shown in Table VI.

Fig. 21 shows the measured $|S_{11}|$ for the prototype ‘a’ of Design 1 together with the value obtained from the full-wave simulation when considering again the permittivity deviation of 15% and the effect of the connector. Although the overall level of the $|S_{11}|$ is several dB lower in the measurement than in the simulation, the behavior is rather similar over most of the analysed band. The discrepancies can be attributed to fabrication tolerances, uncertainties in the actual connector dimensions and prototype assembly. Nevertheless, it is shown that the structure is well matched at the ‘shifted’ design frequency (21.5 GHz) both in the simulation and in the fabricated prototype. Additionally, the almost flat return loss behavior qualitatively agrees with the simulation of Fig. 15 corroborating the smooth performance around the design frequency due to the excitation of only the radiating $(m = -1)$ spatial harmonic.

In the same way as done for Design 1, it can be shown that for the manufactured Design 3 the frequency at which the Floquet mode suppression is achieved has been shifted to 22 GHz. In order to check again if this shift is due to a deviation in the permittivity value of the substrate, Fig. 22 shows the directivity pattern in the zy-plane for a prototype of Design 3 at 22 GHz for both the measurement and the simulation when considering the same deviation in the permittivity of 15%. It can be observed that there is good agreement between the measurement and the simulation, thus corroborating the hypothesis. The small pointing deviation can be due to some minor miscalibration when performing the measurements. Additionally, it can be noticed that at 22 GHz,
the spurious Floquet modes are again mitigated (SLL lower than 10 dBi, with maximum 2D directivity of 17.1 dBi) and there is a single beam corresponding to the $n = -1$ harmonic. Due to frequency scanning, the pointing beam is not at -20° but the shift is in the expected direction, as for the prototype of Design 1. As expected, the pointing beam is backwards with respect to the one obtained for the prototype of Design 1, thus showing that other pointing directions can be achieved. Again, very good agreement in terms of directivity is obtained with the values shown in Table V.

VII. CONCLUSION

A novel concept of LWAs based on Omega-type bianisotropic Huygens’ metasurfaces has been presented. The theoretical derivation has shown that there is an exact solution to convert a guided mode into a single radiating leaky mode by means of a periodic metasurface with arbitrary control of the leakage factor and the pointing beam direction. Although the solution for the metasurface is periodic, there is only one Floquet mode excited and radiating, even if the period is electrically large. Then, the traditional problem of the open-stopband effect at broadside due to coupling of Floquet harmonics does not appear.

The theory has been verified with three different designs, two of them radiating at broadside with different leakage factors and a third one with a different pointing angle. Two types of simulations have been performed. First, idealized impedance sheets have been used in the simulator to implement the metasurface. In this way, the properties extracted from theory, independently of the microscopic design of the metasurface, have been checked. In a further stage, we have proposed physical structures for the three discussed designs, by following an implementation methodology in which several aspects of the physical realization have been discussed, such as the effect of the losses. Very good agreement has been verified between simulations and theoretical predictions. Furthermore, it has been illustrated that independent control of the phase and attenuation constants can be achieved. Moreover, broadside radiation has been shown without any degradation due to the open-stopband effect. Since the suppression of the spurious Floquet modes has also been achieved, the concept has been corroborated.

Finally, the design cycle has been closed with the experimental verification of two prototypes. Deviations have been found in the frequency at which the Floquet mode suppression is achieved with respect to the design. It has been shown that this discrepancy is likely due to a deviation in the permittivity value with respect to the nominal value provided by the dielectric manufacturer. Nevertheless, it has been proven that a single beam with directivity close to the one obtained from simulations is achieved, which proves the control on the leakage factor and the spurious Floquet mode suppression even with structures with electrically long periods.

It should be highlighted that our design relies completely on an analytical formulation of the fields, without any approximation. Therefore, it is expected that this work paves the way to implement LWAs with completely arbitrary radiation patterns.
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